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perversity, suggesting this, suggesting that, destroying your
beliefs, making the working classes discontented, threatening
your financial security, seducing women from the path of
virtue and submission. Once he was aware of it, this buzzing
of minds never seemed to cease. A hornet*s nest of Free
Thinking and liberal thought called aloud for extirpation.
''Christian dost thou hear them
On the Holy Ground,
How the hosts of Midi an
Buzz and buzz around ?
Christian up and smite them	"
He snorted at them ; he flapped his hate at them. The
best way of dealing with any of them was to shout the word
" Bawls " at them in a loud, crushing, masterful voice. If
you got together with other fellows of the same mind and
shouted " Bawls " in unison, it could be extremely reassuring.
It seemed to drown the buzzing altogether. The battle of
the Bawling and the Buzzing was surely over. . . .
Then it began again.
chapter 19
Exit Evangeline
M
ATTERS hung in suspense for nearly a fortnight more
after this very definitive quarrel. Plainly Mr and
Mrs Tewler had come to a breaking-point, but except For a
very definite wish to hurt each other, neither of them had very
lucid ideas for the next phase in this antagonism. Edward
Albert had that habit of indecision which the normal English
training develops, and still he clung to some idea of a relapse
on her part. She, for her part, had already made an indirect
inquiry about her old business position and knew that she
would be taken back there if she wanted it. She had been
missed all the time. But that would reopen a relationship she
had thought closed for ever. It wounded her pride to be
dependent, on her husband any longer. She could go back

